Transnational Harvesting of Folktale Data
A Video Workshop by ISEBEL

Place: Rostock University Library, Campus Library Südstadt
Albert-Einstein-Str. 6, Raum 012
D-18059 Rostock
Time: 5th of March 2019, 10.00-18.00

Papers presented:

Theo Meder (Meertens Instituut Amsterdam, Project-Leader of ISEBEL): Harvesting International Folktale Data with ISEBEL

Petra Himstedt-Vaid, Christoph Schmitt (University of Rostock, Wossidlo Research Center of European Ethnology) and Alf-Christian Schering (Rostock University Library): Harvesting Theme-wide Tradition Archives for Genus-specific Research. ISEBEL and its Northeast German partner WossiDiA


Mari Sarv (Estonian Literary Museum, Estonian Folklore Archives): Estonian digital folklore archives online

Jukka Saarinen (Folklore Archives of the Finnish Literary Society): Brief presentation about plans for digitization

Tim Tangherlini (University of California, Scandinavian Section): Multilingual Search, the Danish Folklore Nexus & ISEBEL: Some Interim Solutions
Kyrre Kverndokk (University of Bergen, Department of Archaeology, History, Cultural Studies and Religion): Norwegian Folklore archives online

Emese Ilyefalvi (Department of Folkloristics, Eötvös Loránd University; Wirth Institute, University of Alberta), Éva Pócs, Péter Tóth G. (Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Institute of Ethnology): Belief narratives and verbal charms. Two digital folklore databases from Hungary

Sandis Laime (Institute of Literature, Folklore and Art, University of Latvia, Riga): Latvian Folklore Archives online